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Stockholm, 19 th March 2019

Marketplace – best in Europe
A unique digital customer journey in automated delivery of cloud services. That’s how Advania
Marketplace was described recently, when it was awarded the prize for best Scale Partner Europe
from global IT-distributor, Ingram Micro.
”We carry the award of the year’s Scale Partner Europe with pride. It is an acknowledgement of a
professional and efficient collaboration between suppliers, distributors and a forward-thinking
integrator like Advania. It is a good service that first and foremost benefits our end-customers.” said
Daniel Albersson, Nordic Manager for Cloud Services at Advania.
Behind the recognition is Ingram Micro’s ranking of partners, which is judged by their maturity within
four categories: growth, breadth, depth, and the highest category which measures the ability to scale
the business. It’s in this category that Advania is considered the best in Europe.
To qualify to be a Scale Partner – and therefore compete for awards – the partner must have more
than ten services in their offering, including infrastructure as a service and managerial services. In
addition, an overall digital experience for customers is required on a fully-automated marketplace.
The motivation for Advania as the best Scale Partner in Europe reads:
“Advania offer a unique digital customer journey in a fully-automized delivery of cloud services, and
further excels with growth far above the industry average.”
More about Cloud Summit
Cloud Summit is arranged annually by IT-distributor Ingram Micro, and attracts thousands of
decision-makers from around the world who want to capture industry trends, discover new
techniques and share best practice around cloud-based IT solutions. This year, the event took place
11th-13th March in San Diego.
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Photo, from left: Torbjörn Schön Director Value and Cloud Business Ingram Micro, Göran Gustavsson COO
Advania Sweden, Daniel Albertsson Nordic Cloud Manager Advania, Anton Skornas Cloud Business Developer
Advania Sweden, Renee Bergeron Senior Vice President Global Cloud, Ingram Micro

Want to know more? Please contact:
Mikael Noaksson, COO Advania AB
Phone: +46 8 546 701 43, Email: mikael.noaksson@advania.com
Daniel Albertsson, Nordic Cloud Manager, Advania AB
Phone: +46 8 546 702 58, Email: daniel.albertsson@advania.com
About Advania

Advania is a Nordic IT corporation, operating in 23 locations in Sweden, Iceland, Norway, Denmark
and Finland. The company focuses on helping customers to improve their performance with
innovative use of best available IT platforms and services. Advania serves thousands of corporate
customers, multinational enterprises, governments and public institutions, big, small and mediumsized companies in all aspects of society. Advania traces its roots to 1939 when an Icelandic
entrepreneur founded an office equipment repair workshop in Reykjavik. In the following decades,
three separate branches of IT-companies evolved in three Nordic countries, Iceland, Sweden, and
Norway. In 2012 they were braided into one and Advania was formed. For further information,
please visit www.advania.com.
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